
Tom Moore

Product Designer

tom.moore292@gmail.com


+44 7825229499


tommoore.co.uk

Skills

UX/UI design

User research

Remote & F2F testing

Workshop facilitation

Prototyping

Product strategy

Design systems

Design leadership

Agile methodologies

Visual design

Branding & identity

Front end development

Design tools

Figma

Sketch

Adobe XD

Jira / Clickup

Illustrator

Photoshop

Premier Pro

After Effects

Blender

Front-end languages

HTML, CSS & JS

React.js

About

I am a well-mannered, articulate and hard working designer who has more than five years 

in professional industry and possesses a grounding knowledge in computer science. I am 

a great communicator and take pride in my ability to empathize with users. I’m passionate 

about producing practical solutions but also able to have one eye in the clouds.

Work experience

Rapid Product designer
May 2022 - Present, London

As an owner of developer tools at Rapid, I ingest product requirements and user feedback 

to understand design insights and experience opportunities. In collaboration with a global 

design and engineering team, these insights are collaboratively critiqued and refined 

before being implemented into the product.

BX Product designer
Nov 2020 - May 2022, London

BX is a climate-tech company who provides innovative solutions to help fight climate 

change. As the first Product individual in the company, I was foundational in the 

conception of user-led product design thinking within the organization. Led the design of 

every asset and experience at BX. Established a lean product lifecycle in partnership with 

product leads, implementing processes with a focus on design and agile methodology. 

Often conducting full research processes that incorporated user testing, I played a key 

role in allowing the business to understand what we needed to be building and how it 

could be built.

News UK Jr Product designer
Aug 2019 - Nov 2020, London

Led end-to-end validation, design and management of News UK experiences, namely 

Times Radio. Took ownership of high level product conceptions and conducted deep level 

UX research. Research for product hypotheses covered multiple topics such as editorial 

behavior and advertising methodologies. Collaborating with engineers to theorize, build 

and maintain News Kit News UK’s design system.

EDUCATION

Interactive Design BA (hons) 1st
2016 - 2019, University of Lincoln

Infomation Technology A* A* A*
2013 - 2015, Lowestoft Sixth For College
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